The current controversy surrounding the legality of torture can only be understood through an analysis of the distinction between justified necessity and excused necessity. Although there may be strong prudential reasons for international criminal courts to declare torture unlawful under any circumstance, this would not necessarily prevent a court from recognizing that an excuse may apply. However, the hallmark of the necessity excuse should not be understood, as it is in German law, as an exception that only applies when a defendant breaks the law to save someone close to him. Rather, the basic principle of the excuse ought to be that the impending harm so weighs on the conscience of the defendant that his autonomy is impermissibly infringed by the necessity of the situation. Given that the prospect of massive casualties might compel a police or military official to engage in torture, the relationship between the defendant and the potential victims is irrelevant. All that matters is that the defendant is torn between, on the one hand, a deontological commitment to treat all suspects humanely, and on the other, a consequentialist concern with the deaths of many innocent victims. Commentators have wrongly assumed that these consequentialist concerns are only relevant for justified necessity. But if a court finds that the pull of the latter is so strong that to resist it would require an act of extreme moral courage, the culpability of the defendant is negated and the defence of excused necessity could be applied.
Introduction
In the last five years we have witnessed an increasing acceptance of torture in our contemporary legal discourse. For unknown reasons the public is no longer shocked by images of torture. Although, on the one hand, images from Abu Ghraib provoked shame and humiliation on the part of American citizens, on the other hand, torture has gained a renewed currency in a political climate obsessed with terrorism and asymmetrical warfare. While legal scholars such as Alan Dershowitz and John Yoo make arguments designed to justify official policies of state torture against terrorism suspects, the public's opposition to such practices has waned. Perhaps the image of a suspect being brutalized no longer shocks the conscience as it once did, as the American public has grown increasingly desensitized by casual brutality.
1 While the brutality of punishment was long since erased by Enlightenment virtues and the efficiency of Benthamite punishment, 2 its shadow remains, reaffirmed in the image of the hypothetical terrorist receiving his due at the hands of a CIA interrogator in a ticking time-bomb thought experiment. The overexposure of pain in our popular culture has led us to become immune to the once humanizing effects of these images. 3 It is a final irony, perhaps, that international criminal law, as a discipline, has done so much to bring images of brutality and destruction to public awareness, by creating a historical and legal record of wartime atrocities, but now the suffering of others itself suffers from overexposure. It is against this backdrop that the public is willing to accept government policies that encourage torture.
Amidst the fallacious reasoning and intellectual dishonesty, there is a lacuna of reasoned legal argumentation. 4 The existing literature has been overly focused on justifying torture by appeal to hypothetical scenarios, such as the ticking time bomb, that may never come to pass. 5 In addition to the 1 Cf. S. Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Penguin, 2004) , 111 ('It has become a cliche¤ of the cosmopolitan discussion of images of atrocity to assume that they have little effect, and that there is something innately cynical about their diffusion.'). Sontag notes the great variety of responses that can be generated by photographic evidence of atrocities, which can be dismissed as staged or misused as propaganda by altering a caption (at 11). Sontag also notes that the same photograph can be a rallying cry for both peace and revenge, depending on the viewer (at 13). 2 This subtle evolution is charted by Michel Foucault in Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1975 , trans. A. Sheridan, 1991 . Indeed, Foucault's book starts with one of the most gruesome passages ever recorded: the description of a convict being drawn and quartered in 1757 in a botched execution (at 3^5). Foucault's interest here is in the 'disappearance of torture as a public spectacle', a process whereby punishment against the physical body is replaced with punishment against the mind of the offender. While this process is usually thought to represent the continued evolution of human decency and civility, Foucault produces a counter-narrative about this so-called 'gentle way in punishment' , (at 104), demonstrating the increasing levels of control and power that are manifested in this inward turn. The most obvious example is the Panopticon, designed by Jeremy Bentham, to allow for constant surveillance of all prisoners. The design works by shining a light on the prisoner and keeping the guard tower in darkness, thus eliminating a prisoner's ability to detect whether he is under surveillance or not at any moment in time, thus producing an ever-present 'disciplinary gaze' (at 174). 3 Cf. E. Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Unmaking of the World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987) , 27 (discussing torture as inward and private pain made visible and public, thus creating a 'spectacle of power'). 4 Famous examples include A. Dershowitz, Shouting Fire: Civil Liberties in a Turbulent Age (Boston, London: Little, Brown, 2002) over-reliance on poorly designed philosophical thought experiments, 6 part of the problem stems from an insufficient attention to the doctrinal differences between justifications and excuses. In a few notable cases, though, scholars have indeed focused on the more fruitful intellectual avenue of excusing torture if certain strict requirements are met.
7 But even these promising endeavours have sometimes failed to adequately draw the appropriate boundaries of excused necessity. This article is an attempt to remedy that deficiency.
First, a point about methodology. Although there is well-developed case law at the ad hoc tribunals regarding the elements of the crime of torture, 8 none of it touches upon the interplay between torture and the defence of necessity. As to the more general case law at the tribunals regarding necessity and duress, the existing doctrine is still far from being solidified, given that the Erdemovic¤ case was decided by a mere 3-2 vote and the dissenting opinion by Judge Cassese has had as much influence as the majority opinion. Furthermore, the Rome Statute provision on necessity and duress has never been applied by a court (thus further establishing the lacuna). A proper analysis of the issue must therefore depart from the standard method of confining one's analysis to the relevant case law at the tribunals (of which there is little) and instead look to basic principles of criminal law and their application in domestic legal systems.
Consequently, Part 2 will analyse the distinction between justified and excused necessity and argue that the latter is the most fruitful avenue for analysing cases of torture. Part 3 will suggest that the defence should be available to any defendant, regardless of his relationship to the potential victims who might die in a state of emergency. Part 4 will argue that the true hallmark of the defence of excused necessity is that a consequentialist concern with the lives of innocents compels or causes the defendant to commit a wrongful act, and that an act of extreme moral courage would be required to resist the pull of these consequentialist concerns which are usually associated with the justification version of the necessity defence. Part 5 will consider several objections to this theory of excused necessity and will consider the possibility that international criminal law should demand from defendants the acts of moral courage that are required to live up to the law's deontological constraints. But even if international criminal law should require an act of moral courage on behalf of an interrogator tempted to cross the line during his interrogation of a suspected terrorist, the foregoing analysis in this Article is still required to properly conceptualize the bounds of excused necessity ç a defence that has received far too little attention in the scholarly literature and case law since Nuremberg.
The Distinction Between Necessity as a Justification and Necessity as an Excuse
The exact theoretical contours of the necessity defence have long confounded criminal law scholars. It has been treated, alternatively, as a justification and as an excuse, while the German Penal Code allows for both approaches and codifies both a defence of justified necessity (Rechtfertigender Notstand) 9 and one of excused necessity (Entschuldigender Notstand).
10 Justified necessity usually appeals to some version of choice of evils, as one might find in the US Model Penal Code.
11 The idea here is that under extreme circumstances, the defendant acts reasonably to avoid a disastrous result but in so doing commits an otherwise unlawful act. If the outcome 'sought to be avoided' by the defendant is sufficiently grave compared to the defendant's act, then the act is justified by virtue of the necessity of the situation.
12 On the other hand, the defence can be construed as an excuse, where the possibility of the negative outcome sought to be avoided somehow impinges on the defendant's ability to do the right thing. In these situations, though the defendant's act is still wrong, the defendant is excused because the law views him ç charitably ç as not culpable. The law instead views him as lacking moral courage, a defect which, while unfortunate, is nonetheless not criminal. The paradigmatic example is the defendant who commits an otherwise criminal act to save his family. This defence is motivated by the intuition that we cannot demand (though we might encourage) conformance with the criminal law to the point where a citizen must sacrifice his own family. Needless to say, of course, the defence still does not transform the excused act into a lawful one.
As has been noted previously, the Rome Statute is completely insensitive to the distinction between these two versions of necessity.
13 Article 31(1)(d) simply lumps everything together in a muddle, offering a duress provision that appears to also apply to cases of necessity, by virtue of the following language that the threat may be 'constituted by other circumstances beyond that person's control'. The provision is a hybrid in that it combines elements of the justification (because it requires the lesser of evils and reasonableness) and the excuse (because it is paired with duress). However, Article 31(3) allows the ICC to recognize extra-statutory defences by appeal to basic principles of criminal law under Article 21, which would therefore provide an avenue for the court to entangle the provision and recognize two versions of necessity. 14 The ICC is therefore in the position, in the coming years, of deciding whether to recognize justified necessity or excused necessity in its jurisprudence, or adopt both. I shall argue in this article that the ICC should indeed recognize both, but that the court must be careful to draw the appropriate boundary between the two concepts. I shall argue here that this clear line is essential for an appropriate treatment of some of the most vexing cases that will surely appear on the court's docket in the near future, including those involving torture.
The international case law demonstrates a similar degree of confusion. In some cases the defence has been accepted, but in others not. In cases where it is accepted, it is often collapsed with duress (including the Rome Statute), but as Cassese and other commentators correctly note, the concepts are clearly distinct. 15 Furthermore, in some of the cases where it is upheld, it is genuinely unclear if it is being posited as a justification or as an excuse, or if it is really duress. For example, in Krauch and Others (I.G. Farben), the US Military Tribunal at Nuremberg concluded that the defence of necessity was unavailable to industrialists, charged with using slave labour, who argued that they were under orders from Nazi government officials. 16 The defence of necessity was, however, accepted in Flick and Others, when two defendants were acquitted on slave labour charges because they lived in a 'reign of terror' that caused fear of punishment from secret government police if they disobeyed orders or failed to meet production quotas. 17 appears more akin to duress than necessity, in that the defendants pursued the action under direct threat to themselves. 18 Given that the alleged threat in both cases came from a specific individual, the defence should have been analyzed as one of duress, even though the tribunal characterized it as one of necessity. Indeed, the two defences are so closely intertwined that commentators, such as Cassese, posit the same conditions for both, namely: an immediate threat to life or limb, no other means of averting the evil, a proportionality constraint, and a requirement that the situation was not voluntarily brought about by the defendant.
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In each of these cases it remains totally unclear whether, at its heart, these defences constitute justifications or excuses. In both Flick and Krauch, the judgments appear to use the language of excuse, in that the use of slave labour did not appear to be necessary under the circumstances but was, rather, excusable given the extreme nature of the Nazi regime. 20 Apparently, the justices felt no need to explicitly resolve the doctrinal issue one way or the other, though the issue can no longer be avoided in future cases as international criminal law increases its analytic rigor. This is particularly important since current controversies regarding torture put direct pressure on this distinction. Those advocates who have supported a policy of interrogational torture against terrorist suspects have done so explicitly by appeal to the moral permissibility and justification for such actions, at least in certain extreme situations where a suspect may have actionable intelligence that will save lives. 21 Putting aside, for the moment, whether this argument can be legally justified under international criminal law, 22 or whether it is morally justified, it matters whether the necessity defence is properly construed as a justification or an excuse. 23 If it is justified under certain circumstances, then it may well be the case that an ex ante policy supporting it may be justified as well. 24 If, on the other hand, torture is simply excusable, in the sense that defendants may have a defence against ex post conviction and punishment, then this fact lends no support to the suggestion that such a policy should be enacted, either on legal or policy grounds. 25 All sorts of conduct may be excusable under certain circumstances or as per certain defendants, but by definition such conduct is still unlawful and an inappropriate candidate for a policy that promotes its use by state officials.
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The distinction is also deeply relevant for the context of torture as we trace the contours of complicity. First, since a justification negates the unlawfulness of the act itself, accomplices and aiders and abettors cannot be held liable for contributions to the crime. 27 However, since an excuse only negates the culpability of the actor, accomplices who do not have the benefit of the excuse may not appeal to the principal's excuse in seeking to avoid liability, since the unlawfulness of the criminal act remains.
28 It is therefore entirely plausible for an accomplice to face liability for which an excused principal has escaped, that taking an action that merely increases the chance of saving an innocent life can never truly be 'necessary' , a presumption that implicates many other cases of necessity outside the context of torture. 23 This distinction is explored in depth by K. Ambos in his article 'May a State Torture Suspects to Save the Life of Innocents?' in this volume. 24 This appears to be the implicit structure of the Bush Administration legal arguments. See Yoo Memorandum, supra note 21, at 1 (analysing the legal question in terms of the federal War Crimes Act); Bybee Memorandum, supra note 21, at 31 (president cannot be constitutionally constrained from ordering torture because of his commander-in-chief powers). 25 This distinction played a major part in two recent foreign cases. First, the Israeli torture decision concluded that a government official could never lawfully authorize torture in advance, but that a police official who used interrogational torture would nonetheless have the option of pleading a necessity defence in any ex post criminal trial. 29 Given that theories of complicity such as command responsibility and joint criminal enterprise are the leading modes of liability at the ICTY, this issue cannot be avoided. This is especially true of torture, which is most likely to be committed in either interrogational or prison camp contexts, where large numbers of perpetrators are likely to be involved. Deciding whether a torturer is justified or merely excused for his actions will have great consequences for future judgments of a tribunal faced with multiple defendants from the same military organization. 
The Close Family Connection Requirement
The relevant question, then, given the fact that the ICC is open to new defences, is how it should draw the contours of the necessity defence, if indeed it adopts one. Given the general state of confusion regarding the relationship between necessity and duress, as well as the internal definition of necessity as a justification or excuse, one attractive possibility is to import the German provisions, with their rich distinctions, so that international criminal law might include both justified necessity and excused necessity. If the ICC were to adopt this suggestion and define, through judicial interpretation, two separate defences, justified necessity and excused necessity, there would be significant pressure to adopt the distinction wholesale from German criminal law. However, the statutory provision of excused necessity found in Article 35 of the German Penal Code reflects serious doctrinal inconsistencies that the tribunals would do well to avoid. Specifically, the German Penal Code requires a close family connection (einem Angeho« rigen oder einer anderen ihm nahestehenden Person) between the defendant and the individual whose life is threatened by the objective circumstances that the defendant seeks to avoid with his conduct. For example, in the famous Daschner case, the Frankfurt Court quickly dismissed the applicability of excused necessity as a defence for this reason. 31 The defendant in that case was a police official who authorized the threat and use of torture against a suspect who was being interrogated in an investigation regarding a kidnapped child. Although the suspect was never tortured, he did confess of others and conforming with the facts as they actually exist rather than with how they are reasonably perceived. '). 29 US case law is not always sensitive to this distinction. when he was threatened with physical force, and informed the police that the boy was already dead. The police official was prosecuted and found guilty, in part because excused necessity was unavailable to him as a defence.
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The police official had no close connection to the boy whose life he was trying to save.
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While at first glance this constraint may seem justifiable, it bears scrutiny. Moreover, the constraint would pose severe doctrinal problems in cases involving conduct such as torture. And the relevance of the discussion extends well beyond controversial cases of torture. Examining the exact bounds of necessity will allow international courts to appropriately appreciate the theoretical ground for these defences, and will help the court understand the proper relationship between justifications and excuses generally.
Turning to the specifics of the close connection requirement, one reason might appeal to public policy. Maybe the criminal law should require the connection for excused necessity as a way to strengthen these types of familial relationships. Other types of relationships would not receive the benefit of these protections. In other words, by giving close family relationships extra protection and status within the law, especially the criminal law, one would protect and encourage certain familial relationships ç a policy goal that the legal system might be interested in achieving.
For example, there was once a similar requirement for defence of others, at least in the common law, but it was rightly rejected as representing an outdated view of the paterfamilias. A similar view once held sway in the common law of torts as well. 34 The idea was that a man could use force to protect his family and his servants ç in other words, individuals with whom he had a proximate interest or was under a preexisting duty to protect. However, this view has long since been abandoned in the common law, both in American criminal law and tort law, because it flowed from the antiquated idea of a man's dominion over his wife, family and slaves. 35 It is now universally recognized that any individual can exercise a right to stop an unlawful attack, even in the absence of a pre-existing relationship with the person being defended.
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Interestingly, both French and German criminal law rightly avoided this connection requirement in the first place, in their provisions on legitimate defence and necessary defences respectfully, 37 thus making it all the more striking that German law requires the connection in its excused necessity provision. The first problem, therefore, is that the close connection requirement makes the defence underbroad, in the sense that it would seem to invalidate the defence in many circumstances where the defendant is sincerely moved to act by the circumstances, even though neither a spouse nor a child is involved.
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But the requirement also makes the defence overbroad in a significant respect and has the potential to give the torturer a free pass. Even if the criminal act is not motivated by a compulsion consistent with a state of necessity, the close connection requirement functions as a presumption that defendants who commit illegal acts when the lives of their loved ones are at stake, are doing so for the right reasons. This is not necessarily the case. The torturer may be otherwise motivated (sadism, racism, or bald hatred) and thus take advantage of the situation. He may engage in the illegal act anyway because he knows the law is likely to look charitably on his situation, on the assumption that the close family connection was his motivation. This gets to the heart of the requirement, both its virtue and its vice. By requiring a close family connection, the law limits the defence to a particular area where it is thought that it might legitimately apply, with the hopes of relieving the court of the burden of inquiring into the defendant's true motivations.
The Causal Theory
These controversies stem from an underlying uncertainty over the theoretical ground for the necessity defence. In order to properly understand the defence, it is crucial to understand why a state of necessity would negate the culpability of the defendant. By virtue of what fact is the actor not culpable?
Consider the following thought experiment as a way of elucidating the problem. A police inspector is interrogating a suspect who is the leader of a large criminal organization. The organization has kidnapped 100 innocent individuals and is threatening to kill them, and the leader of the organization not only has the information about their location, he also has the authority to order their release, should he wish to do so. He also, incidentally, has the authority to have them killed. The police inspector in charge of the case now has to decide how to proceed. The standard investigative techniques have been exhausted, yielded nothing, and time is now running out. The police inspector has no close relationship with the hostages and indeed, he does not even know their names. He simply knows that 100 individuals, including women and children, may soon die unless the police succeed in getting actionable intelligence in the case. Nonetheless, the fact that the police inspector does not know the names of the individuals in no way diminishes the degree to which their lives hang in the balance and he is acutely aware of this fact. In deciding whether to threaten the suspect with torture ç or use actual force that may cross the line of permissible force ç he feels an inescapable pull to save the lives of the 38 Cf. Dashner, supra note 31, at 34 (concluding that Daschner did not deserve punishment even though the German provisions on excused necessity could not be applied in the case).
innocent 100 hostages. He knows nothing about them but this does not matter. The great tragedy of 100 people dying is all that he can think about and a great swell of emotion builds inside of him. He engages in torture because he feels he cannot do otherwise ç the lives of the innocent demand protection, even if one individual must be tortured. The suffering that will be caused by the 100 is just unbearable to him. Should the defence of excused necessity apply to the police official? Although he had no direct connection to the victims, he did experience every other hallmark of excused necessity. In essence, the police official in our thought experiment is a classic consequentialist and the only thing that matters to him morally is the amount of pleasure and pain. Given that one act of torture will cause pain that is far outweighed by the suffering that will be prevented as to the 100 hostages, the police official feels compelled ç by some unspeakable force ç to engage in the torture. The point here is that there is a causal connection between the lives that would be lost and the torturer's decision to commit the crime, i.e. it is the fact that someone else will die that causes the police official to break the law and torture the suspect.
39 This is the infringement of personal autonomy that is at the heart of excused necessity. What matters is that some cause intervenes to obstruct a lawful individual's autonomy and causes him to commit, through compulsion, an unlawful act. This demonstrates that the sine qua non of excused necessity is that the potential deaths of innocents so weighs on the defendant that it infringes his autonomy and prevents him from living up to the demands of the law.
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The key point here is the existence of a causal connection between the threat to the potential innocent victims and the defendant's decision, insofar as the threat to them provides the defendant with a reason for acting.
41 Although defendants will always have reasons for acting, many of which are influenced by other factors (and other agents), excused necessity presents an extreme version of this general phenomenon. In some circumstances, the necessity of the situation may be so extreme that it interferes with the agent's usual decision-making process and interrupts the usual causal relationship between the agent's respect for the law and his decision to obey it. In the specific hypothetical case of the police official who authorizes an act of torture, the lives of the potential victims might intervene in this decision-making process, pulling at the agent's conscience, and providing him with reasons to engage in the unlawful torture that cannot be so easily challenged. By accepting this 39 Cf. M.S. Moore, 'Causation and the Excuses', 73 California Law Review (1985) causal theory of excused necessity, as intervening excessively in the decisionmaking process of the defendant to such a degree that it infringes his autonomy, one is led to a renewed and deeper understanding of the defence of excused necessity. It is no longer treated as an excuse akin to insanity, where a defendant engages in an irrational act, but rather an infringement of the defendant's autonomy caused by external factors that cannot be ignored by most reasonable individuals.
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One might object that this account makes excused necessity sound too much like justified necessity. After all, the appeal to consequentialist lines of thought ç the number of lives that can be saved, and so on ç sounds strikingly similar to the choice of evils interpretation of justified necessity that one finds in other criminal statutes, such as the Model Penal Code. 43 So why not reclassify the defence in the thought experiment as a justification? But this is precisely the point of my argument. We may not want to call it a justification because the conduct is, at its heart, wrongful. In this context ç interrogational torture ç the law follows deontological lines of thought. 44 No amount of social benefit will justify the infliction of torture on a suspect, precisely because this kind of balancing of interests is inappropriate where human life or dignity is concerned. 45 Although positive consequences may flow from a decision to torture, international criminal law ç as a discipline ç may indeed follow the lead of national legal systems that decline to entertain such lines of thought, given the great potential such arguments have for abuse.
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The fact that the conduct is still unlawful because it infringes some deontological constraint (such as human dignity), does not change the fact that the police official lacks full autonomy because the lives of the victims cause him to waiver from the law's deontological commitments. And recall, this lack of autonomy is the hallmark of the excuse. Autonomy is embodied in the basic structure of criminal law generally, 47 and international criminal law 42 In deciding whether an individual could have resisted a compulsion, it is necessary to make reference to some standard of reasonableness. For an analysis of how such standards function in the common law as opposed to civil law systems, see G.P. as well. 48 It is a predicate principle on which criminal liability is based, and it shines in the background of the Rome Statute, as well as the international case law going back to Nuremberg. 49 The whole point of international criminal law is to hold autonomous individuals responsible for their autonomous decisions and the fate of our hypothetical police official straddles the border between justified and excused necessity. But if forced to pick one over the other, the facts of our hypothetical fit closer to excused necessity than justified necessity. His actions were not justified, though the lives of the potential victims weighed so heavily on his mind that his autonomy, for all meaningful purposes, was infringed.
This theory of excused necessity is consistent with the notion of 'dirtyhands.' 50 The idea of dirty hands, already well worked out in the scholarly literature, is that the torturer may engage in a morally wrongful act, thus sparing the civilian population, or those he is sworn to protect, from getting their hands dirty with a morally disreputable act, even if in some sense the act is 'necessary' by some consequentialist perspective. The official with dirty hands occupies a somewhat curious, liminal space in our moral and legal intuitions, because his actions are simultaneously condemned and treated with great sympathy. The borderline between justified and excused necessity can quite neatly treat such a suspect, because the law may conclude that his actions were unlawful (and hence unjustified), but, at the same time, excused by virtue of a consequentialist necessity that so impinged the defendant's autonomy and decision-making process that moral culpability cannot be attached to him.
What if the torturer thinks that he is justified, i.e. he believes that, in addition to the pressure that the 100 lives exerted on his decision-making, he also believes that the torture was both morally and legally justified by this state of necessity? The question is whether such a subjective state of mind ought to give one pause before allowing a defence of excused necessity to such a defendant. Arguably, though, this fact alone should be irrelevant for ascribing excused necessity to the defendant. It should make no difference that he is wrong about the law and misunderstands the deontological commitments imposed by the law's absolute prohibition against torture. What matters is whether the potential deaths of other particular individuals was so disturbing to the defendant that he was truly compelled to engage in unlawful conduct, and that he felt he had to do it, regardless of whether it was right or wrong. It is the lack of meaningful choice that is the hallmark of excused necessity, and this is entirely consistent with a defendant who also believes ç falsely ç that he is also justified. The international crime of torture thus helps us understand the bounds of excused necessity as a legal defence. The whole point of the defence is to excuse an individual for failing to have the necessary moral courage, i.e. the moral courage of a deontological commitment to the inviolability of human dignity. 51 Whether his failure stems from a close connection to the potential victims, or misplaced consequentialist commitments, should not matter.
Objections to the Causal Theory
There are at least four objections to the causal account of excused necessity that I have not yet resolved. Each will be considered in turn and dismissed.
A. The Problem of Administration
The first objection is that excused necessity under the definition that I propose in this article would be too difficult for courts to administer. Criminal law might need a per se rule to establish the bounds of necessity. This is precisely why the close connection rule was a good idea. It established a proxy to relieve courts of the difficult task of determining an agent's motivations. In cases of close family connections, we could safely assume that, absent evidence to the contrary, the defendant was motivated by the necessity of the situation. A bright line rule is efficient for the administration of justice. Furthermore, this objection is just as relevant in the context of international criminal law as it is in domestic penal law, especially considering the limited resources of the ad hoc and permanent criminal tribunals.
This objection is motivated, inter alia, by a general scepticism about mental states.
52 Some theorists are suspicious that we can ever truly know an agent's motivations or mental states, making the criminal law's reliance on mental elements or mens rea especially troublesome. And theorists such as Paul Robinson have gone so far as to revise doctrines around exclusively objective phenomena, 53 in order to resolve this theoretical anxiety. However, this theoretical anxiety is misplaced both as to criminal law generally and as to torture specifically. The objection proceeds from the starting assumption that we know our own mental states because we have direct phenomenological access to them. When an agent has a belief or desire, he need go no further than his mind, his own self-consciousness as it were, in order to find this belief or desire. However, no such direct access is available to learn other people's mental states. The sceptics take this lack of direct access to third-party mental states as evidence that we can never truly know anything about another person's mental states, and that criminal courts cannot either.
54 This is where the argument takes a wrong turn. Criminal courts learn about a defendant's mental states by looking at objectively manifested events in the world and then attribute mental states to defendants. And criminal courts are not the only institutions that engage in this kind of attribution of mental states. Every interlocutor, the moment that they engage in rational conversation with another agent, must play the game of interpreting linguistic behaviour and attributing mental states that make sense of their interlocutor's utterances. Failure to attribute mental states in this manner would make basic behaviour interpretation (and conversation) impossible.
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In the end, the sceptic takes a basic asymmetry and uses it as evidence that we cannot understand mental states. While we learn about our own mental states through introspection, we learn about other people's mental states through a wholly different process: attribution and behaviour interpretation.
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But the fact that we use a different method when dealing with third parties cannot be a warrant for concluding that we can never truly know what a third party is thinking. The fact remains that by looking at the available evidence, by finding out what the defendant said, how he acted (his movements, his circumstances, etc.), we can attribute certain motivations to him. In so doing, we can determine whether his decision-making process was excessively altered by the prospect of a huge number of innocent people being killed and whether he was compelled to break the law.
Nonetheless, such attributions of mental elements are empirically difficult, which is what makes criminal law fact-finding, whether by a common law jury or by a judge in an international court, so contentious. What if the only evidence of the agent's motivations is his own testimony, which inevitably may be self-serving? One response to this dilemma is to shift the burden of demonstrating the excuse to the defence, by making it an affirmative defence (as opposed to an element of the offence). 
B. Detached Reflection
One might also object that a defendant's evaluation of the value of the lives in danger demands a level of detached reflection and contemplation that is inconsistent with the view that the defendant simply lost control and acted under a compulsion. Under this view, the defendant is engaging in an extremely complex utilitarian calculus that suggests a carefully plotted course of action. If the course of action is carefully plotted, with dispassionate analysis, then it must fall on the justification side of the line, and bears none of the hallmarks of loss of control or impulse usually associated with excuses. This objection fails because it treats the defendant's consideration of the endangered lives as a proxy for detached and careful consideration. In other words, the objection assumes that a defendant motivated by utilitarian considerations must have engaged in careful deliberation, while the defendant motivated by, say, a close family connection, must have acted impulsively or by compulsion. While this is true in many cases, it is certainly not true in all cases. One can easily imagine an individual who learns about the imminent death of innocents and acts impulsively, just as he might if he learned that a family member was in danger. Similarly, one may imagine an individual who learns about the danger faced by a family member and instead of acting impulsively, calmly considers the ramifications and the appropriate course of action. But why should the law rely on such broad generalizations as proxies when the more relevant underlying factors can be scrutinized? If the defendant in a particular case was compelled, impulsively, to act in order to save the lives of many innocents, in such a way that his autonomy was compromised, why should it matter that most other individuals would only so act after careful deliberation of the costs and benefits of proceeding? In a similar vein, why should a defendant whose family is in danger get the benefit of the excuse if he was not compelled to act by the danger faced by a close family member, but instead was calmly considering the course of action based on dispassionate utilitarian considerations, even if most individuals in a similar situation would have rushed pell-mell to engage in torture simply because their family member was in danger? Surely, the only thing that ought to matter was the defendant's decision-making in this particular instance and whether it was compromised.
How then to tell the difference between the two classes of defendants? One avenue might be to require that the defence produce some evidence of 'snapping' to demonstrate that the defendant was under such extreme moral pressure caused by the conflict between deontological commitments on the one hand (the duty not to torture) and consequentialist commitments on the other (the lives that could be spared) that he just snapped. The rationale for increasing the evidentiary burden for the defence would be to impose certain conditions in order for the defence to succeed. Like in cases of extreme emotional distress, such a requirement works to ensure that the autonomy of the torturer was challenged and that he should get the benefit of the excuse. But the burden would fall on the defence to make the evidentiary showing, through objectively manifested actions, instead of simply relying on crude generalizations as a proxy.
C. The Protection of the Innocent
A third objection to our account might appeal to the inviolable rights of the person being tortured. For example, in Erdemovic¤ , the majority argued that a duress defence was unavailable to a charge of killing innocent civilians, regardless of the harm that Erdemovic¤ and his family faced from his military commanders. 58 The majority ruled that the defence could not be entertained as a matter of law, under any circumstances, because innocent civilians deserved the greatest protection under international criminal law and jus in bello. 59 The Erdemovic¤ decision implicitly relied on the very deontological commitments that are at issue in our present discussion.
The question is whether the Erdemovic¤ argument should apply in this case as well. In some sense, a suspect in an interrogation deserves as much protection as a civilian hors de combat, although it might be an exaggeration to describe a suspected terrorist as an absolute innocent whose dignity is being infringed in order to save innocent lives. The suspected terrorist may be the author of the very state of necessity that would excuse the police official from using torture, although in any given situation one can never be sure if the suspect is an involved terrorist or was wrongly arrested. There is, to be sure, an information gap that plagues all such cases of interrogational torture, a thorny annoyance that several commentators have already seized upon.
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One possible solution to this problem would be to make the defence conditional on the culpability of the suspect who is being interrogated. In other words, if the suspect is indeed innocent, the Erdemovic¤ rule might apply. If, on the other hand, the suspect is guilty of engineering (or complicit in) the very situation that causes the necessity for the torture in the first place, the Erdemovic¤ protection would not apply, for the simple reason that the suspect is not truly 'innocent' in an analogous sense to the victims in Erdemovic¤ .
58 Judgment, Erdemovic¤ (IT-96-22), Appeal Chamber, 7 October 1997. 59 Specifically, the majority held that no rule could be found in customary international law establishing a defence of duress for the killing of innocent persons, because legal systems tended to treat the issue differently. See Judgment, Erdemovic¤ (IT-96-22), Appeal Chamber, 7 October 1997, x 72. 60 See Gaeta, supra note 22, at 791.
The police official who engages in the torture would bear the burden of showing that the suspect was indeed involved, and if this could not be demonstrated with some reasonable evidence according to an appropriate standard, even the excused necessity defence would be disallowed. The torturer himself would then bear the risk of liability if it turned out that the suspect was a true innocent. Of course, this doctrinal move strains credulity, because the whole idea of the Erdemovic¤ rule is that the protections from summary killing depend only on the victim's status as a protected person under international humanitarian law or the customary laws of war. The only thing that matters is whether the victims are in custody and hors de combat; nothing else about the victims is relevant. This is precisely the doctrinal mistake made by Bush Administration lawyers who believe that the suspected terrorists in custody lose the basic protections of the laws of war simply because of their status as unlawful belligerents.
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The more promising avenue, if one were inclined to extend the Erdemovic¤ rule and outlaw all defences for torture, including excused necessity, would be to hold, as a policy matter, that international criminal law should require that defendants have a duty to engage in acts of extreme moral courage when tempted by cases of extreme necessity. The reader will recall the earlier observation that an interrogator might feel compelled to violate the deontological rights of an accused suspect, when faced with the consequentialist concern for the lives of innocent victims of an impending terrorist attack. Although it may take an act of extreme moral courage to resist the pull of these consequentialist concerns, this may be precisely the kind of moral courage that international criminal law may require of wartime participants. One will recall that, in Erdemovic¤ , the majority ruled that there was no customary rule on the subject and that the case law was silent on the issue. Such rulings depend, therefore, on a priori reasoning about the basic structure of criminal law, as evidenced by domestic penal systems, and the relevant asymmetries and policy considerations specific to international conflicts. Although the former may counsel in favour of recognizing excused necessity in all cases, 62 the latter suggests that it may be advisable to disallow all defences in torture cases. At the very least, it must be admitted that there is nothing incoherent in an international criminal law rule that demands that defendants demonstrate the extreme moral courage required to avoid the temptation of torture. Even if this argument were accepted, though, it would mark a significant doctrinal improvement by shifting the debate away from fallacious justifications for torture and towards an adequate understanding of the unique structure of excused necessity.
